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s u m m a r y
We investigate the potential for characterizing spatial moments of subsurface solute plumes from surface-based electrical resistivity images produced within a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) inversion framework. The existing POD algorithm is improved here to allow for adaptive conditioning of the
POD training images on resistivity measurements. The efﬁcacy of the suggested technique is evaluated
with two hypothetical transport scenarios: synthetic #1 is based on the case where the target plume
and POD training images follow the same (unimodal) plume morphology, whereas a second source location in synthetic #2 makes the target plume bimodal and inconsistent with the POD training images. The
resistivity imaging results indicate that the adaptive algorithm efﬁciently and robustly updates the POD
training images to obtain good quality resistivity images of the target plumes, both in the presence of
data noise and when conceptual model inaccuracies exist in the training simulations. Spatial moments
of the solute plumes recovered from the resistivity images are also favorable, with relative mass recovery
errors in the range of 0.6–4.4%, center of mass errors in the range of 0.6–9.6%, and spatial variance errors
in the range of 3.4–45% for cases where the voltage data had 0–10% noise. These results are consistent
with or improved upon those reported in the literature. Comparison of the resistivity-based moment estimates to those obtained from direct concentration sampling suggests that for cases with good quality
resistivity data (i.e., <3% noise), the imaging results provide more accurate moments until 6–10 multilevel sampling wells are installed. While the speciﬁc number of wells will depend on the actual ﬁeld scenario, we suggest that this ﬁnding illustrates the general value of POD-based resistivity imaging techniques for non-invasively estimating the spatial moments of a solute plume.
Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Hydrogeologists often employ statistical moments to describe
the morphology of subsurface solute plumes and provide valuable
insights to the spatiotemporal evolution of transport processes
(e.g., Freyberg, 1986; Goltz and Roberts, 1987; Yeh et al., 2005).
Spatial moments play a vital role in numerous hydrological applications such as the design of ground-water quality monitoring networks (e.g., Loaiciga et al., 1992), characterization of ﬂow regimes
(e.g., Ye et al., 2005; Yeh et al., 2005; Lazarovitch et al., 2007; Xiong
et al., 2011), and the analysis of solute plume behavior (Brewster
et al., 1995; Rubin, 2003; Fernàndez-Garcia et al., 2005; de
Barros and Nowak, 2010). The two-dimensional spatial moments,
mi,j, for the image of a solute plume with concentrations c(xk, yk)
at locations xk and yk can be expressed as:
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mi;j ¼

NxM
X
cðxk ; yk Þxik yjk DxDy;

ð1Þ

k

where mi,j represents the spatial moment of interest and the overall
order of the moment is deﬁned by the sum i + j. Here k represents
the element index in a discretized representation of the subsurface,
Dx and Dy are the dimensions of the pixels, and it is assumed that
background concentration variations unrelated to the plume have
been removed. The zero-order moment, m0,0, quantiﬁes the total
mass in the system. The x and y coordinates of the center of mass
of the plume can be inferred from the ﬁrst-order moments (m1,0
and m0,1):

lx ¼ m1;0 =m0;0 ;
ly ¼ m0;1 =m0;0 :
Similarly, the longitudinal and transverse dispersive spreading
of the plume can be evaluated from the second-order moments
(m2,0, m0,2, and m1,1):
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Conventional direct-sampling of concentration approaches (e.g.,
Everett, 1980; Freyberg, 1986; LeBlanc et al., 1991) are typically
applied to gain insight into the spatial extent of subsurface solute
plumes. Direct sampling of concentrations, however, is invasive,
expensive, and introduces contaminant mobilization risks. In contrast, geophysical methods have the potential to noninvasively
estimate spatial moments of conductive solute plumes with low
costs and minimal risk.
In a 2-D hypothetical example, for instance, Pidlisecky et al.
(2011) formulated a distribution-based parameterization inversion
framework from which they successfully characterized spatial
moments of plumes from cross-borehole radar tomograms. In a
ﬁeld-scale application, Binley et al. (2002) accurately retrieved spatial moments of ﬂuid ﬂow in the vadose zone using electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). Singha and Gorelick (2005) and Müller
et al. (2010) used spatial moments from time-lapse ERT images
to investigate transport processes. Hubbard et al. (2001) went further by utilizing spatial moments derived from ERT images to calibrate aquifer ﬂow and transport parameters.
Some challenges regarding the accuracy of moments estimated
from geophysical tomograms, such as underestimation of mass and
smearing of plumes, have been reported as a result of imaging artifacts (e.g., Singha and Gorelick, 2005; Day-Lewis et al., 2007). To
investigate the drawbacks associated with resolving moments
from geophysical tomograms, Day-Lewis et al. (2007) derived a
semi-analytical moment-resolution matrix. The authors used this
tool to conclude that the geophysically recovered plume moments
are dependent on the measurement sensitivity, survey geometry,
regularization criteria, and measurement errors.
One particularly important cause of tomographic errors has
been attributed to limited choices for regularization criteria
needed to stabilize the mathematics of the imaging problem
(e.g., Oware et al., 2013). Commonly utilized regularization constraints are based on deviations from a reference value or the minimization of the ﬁrst and second spatial derivatives, which
respectively invoke smallness, ﬂatness, and smoothness in the
recovered solution (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Pidlisecky et al.,
2007). While these constraints are often considered ‘‘objective’’
choices, they may not be optimal for representing how the physics
of the underlying process, e.g., groundwater ﬂow and transport,
produce spatial property variations, i.e., plume concentrations.
Oware et al. (2013) introduced a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) constrained inversion strategy to leverage site-speciﬁc,
physics-based a priori information to constrain geophysical inverse
problems in a ﬂexible fashion by invoking soft process constraints.
The technique applies POD (e.g., Banks et al., 2000; Kunisch and
Volkwein, 2003; Rathinam and Petzold, 2004; Pinnau, 2008) to
obtain a physics-based POD basis, i.e., set of vectors representing
process-relevant spatial patterns, from site-speciﬁc Training
Images (TI). The basis patterns are subsequently utilized to constrain the inversion procedure. The TIs are generated using Monte
Carlo simulations to mimic the perceived physical mechanisms of
interest, which in this study are conservative groundwater ﬂow
and transport in heterogeneous aquifers.
The POD algorithm is a model order reduction (MOR) technique
since it maps a high-order dimensional state-space into a low-order
dimensional coefﬁcient-space via optimally selected basis functions. The geophysical optimization then proceeds in the low-order
dimensional coefﬁcient-space resulting in the estimation of fewer

inversion parameters compared to the original dimensionality of
the problem. While MOR techniques are extensively researched in
other scientiﬁc and engineering disciplines such as applied mathematics (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Yao and Meerbergen, 2013) and image
processing (e.g., Milanfer et al., 1996), the technique remains largely
under-explored in the ﬁeld of hydrogeophysics. In contrast to our
use of POD as a sparse basis for representing the parameter space,
the use of POD in groundwater inverse problems generally tends
to focus on improving the computational efﬁciency of the forward
model (e.g., Winton et al., 2011).
In the context of solute plume imaging, available literature
related to MOR mainly employs optimal parameterization of the
state-space based on statistical moments (e.g., Pidlisecky et al.,
2011) or object-based-inversion (OBI) (e.g., Miller et al., 2000;
Lane et al. 2004, 2006) that seeks to reduce the number of inversion parameters required to fully describe the target plume, while
simultaneously invoking a priori constraints regarding the physics
or geometry of the target features. In contrast to these approaches
POD is a MOR technique that can directly leverage advances in
mechanistic modeling in an effort to capture and incorporate realistic, non-parametric, site-speciﬁc hydrological process patterns
into hydrogeophysical inversion schemes.
A problem with the proposed POD-based inversion scheme,
however, was that it lacked the ability to shift basis patterns in
space. Hence, the center of mass of the TIs had to be positioned
in close proximity to the true center of mass for the plume being
imaged. Oware et al. (2013) assumed that the center of mass could
be approximated prior to the detailed reconstruction of a resistivity image using methods similar to Pidlisecky et al.’s (2011) distributed parameterization or Fowler and Moysey’s (2011) coupled
inversion approach, where resistivity data were used to calibrate
the effective properties of an analytical transport model. The
dependence of the POD approach on this assumption is a major
limitation of the algorithm as initially proposed by Oware et al.
(2013).
The objective of this paper is twofold. First, we address the limitations of the original POD imaging method to adaptively estimate
the solute plume center of mass within the POD-constrained imaging algorithm. We hypothesize that the plume’s true center of mass
can be evaluated by recursively reconstructing resistivity images
as the center of mass of the POD training images is successively
updated in each iteration, thereby adaptively conditioning the center of mass to the resistivity data. Second, we evaluate the accuracy
of solute plume spatial moments derived from POD-based images
using two synthetic transport experiments.
In this paper, we present the proposed adaptive POD-constrained inversion algorithm in Section 2. Details of the numerical
experiment used to test the efﬁcacy of the suggested scheme are
then provided in Section 3. Results of the investigation including
the impact of resistivity measurement errors on the POD-based
spatial moments, and comparison to moments estimated by direct
sampling from multi-level wells are outlined in Section 4. Section 5
summarizes the key conclusions of the study.

2. Adaptive algorithm for POD-constrained Imaging
The working details of traditional ERT are extensively documented in the literature (e.g., Kemna et al., 2002). The standard
protocol for ERT surveys involves the successive application of
electric current (I) to the subsurface via electrodes deployed in
the ground. The current ﬂow induces voltages (Vobs) dependent
on the spatial distribution of electrical resistivity (inverse of electrical conductivity, r), which is controlled by the physical properties of the earth (e.g., solute concentrations). The observed voltages
are subsequently utilized to reconstruct the electrical conductivity
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distributions. POD inversion described by Oware et al. (2013) is a
variant of Tikhonov regularization that employs a physics-based
a priori model to constrain the optimization procedure.
The POD inversion represents subsurface conductivities as a linear combination of M basis vectors, i.e.,

r ¼ Bc;

ð2Þ
MxM

where the columns of the set B e R
represent the basis vectors
that capture spatial patterns relevant to the imaging problem. The
rows of the expansion coefﬁcient c e RMx1 denote the magnitude
of components of r in the basis space (i.e., projected within the
POD coordinate system). Implementing Eq. (2) within the traditional Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977), the
objective function for POD-constrained inversion can be deﬁned as:

EðcÞ ¼ Ed þ bEm ¼ kWd ½Vobs  f g ðBcÞk2 þ bWðBc  Bc0 k2
~  c0 k
¼ kWd ½Vobs  f  ðcÞ þ bkWðc
g

2

ð3Þ

2

The Ed term is the data norm, which measures the ﬁt between
observed and modeled data, whereas Em is the model norm, which
introduces prior information about r. The data weighting matrix,
Wd, is a diagonal matrix containing the inverse of the standard
deviations of the measured data along its diagonal. In this study,
Wd is formulated according to Pidlisecky et al. (2007). The regularization parameter, b is utilized to tune the relative importance of
data ﬁt versus model regularization. Additionally, fg ðÞ denotes a
transformed resistivity forward model functional that incorporates
the reconstruction of r from the POD basis. The regularization
operator, W contains information that enforces spatial criteria
(e.g., ﬂatness and continuity) within the reconstructed images.
Notice that while the regularization operator, W acts in the original
~ acts in the
model space, the composite regularization ﬁlter W
transformed coefﬁcient (c) domain and is described in detail later.
The reference conductivity model is denoted by r0 or equivalently
c0 = BTr0.
The conceptual algorithm for Oware et al.’s (2013) original
POD-constrained inversion is outlined in Fig. 1. The overall

implementation proceeds in four major steps, namely: (i) Monte
Carlo simulation of TIs that capture the inﬂuence of the target process on state variables, (ii) construction of POD basis (B), (iii) optimization of expansion coefﬁcients (c), (iv) reconstruction of in situ
target proﬁles (r). Note that if the retrieved model is found to be
inconsistent with the assumptions underlying the generation of
the training dataset, the initial process hypotheses can be reconceptualized, e.g., based on the imaging results, and the entire data
inversion process repeated in the same fashion for improved estimation. The POD approach can therefore also aid in conceptual
model development.
In the construction of the POD-bases, the rows of the training
dataset, D e RNxM, contain the N realizations of the simulated TIs,
rTI e R1xM, obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of relevant ﬂow
and transport processes. The POD basis vectors can be approximated from D in a least-square minimization manner (e.g.,
Kunisch and Volkwein, 2003; Pinnau, 2008), or via Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) (e.g., Castleman, 1996). Using SVD, the training dataset can be factorized into its respective left and right
singular vectors U and V, along with their corresponding singular
values K:

D ¼ UKVT ;

ð4Þ
NxN

MxM

NxM

where U e R , V e R
and K e R
. In practice, the spatial patterns most characteristic of the TIs are captured by the ﬁrst p basis
vectors where p  M, such that V can be truncated without introducing signiﬁcant reconstruction errors (Oware et al., 2013). The
truncation criterion is based on a user-deﬁned threshold of percentage contribution of singular values of the p selected basis vectors
with respect to the overall M singular values weight. There are situations, however, where a single basis vector can account for over
99% of the overall variability in the training data. In this case, the
above speciﬁed truncation criterion will fail to include high-order
basis patterns vital to reconstructing details in the geometry of
the target plume.
To address this challenge, we suggest an alternative truncation
criterion based on imaging error. In this approach, an arbitrary

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the conceptual algorithm for the implementation of the POD-constrained inversion.
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hypothetical plume model is projected into the coefﬁcient space
and then reconstructed based on varying numbers (p) of basis
functions. The error of the reconstructed image can then be estimated as a function of p to identify an acceptable truncation. For
this exercise, we suggest applying a more complicated hypothetical plume as compared to the TIs used in generating the basis
library to avoid truncation of important high-order patterns. Illustrative examples of POD basis functions used in this study are
shown in Fig. 2.
The formulation of the regularization ﬁlter, W, in the Cartesian
model space is a combination of difference operators as suggested
by Ellis and Oldenburg (1994):

WT W ¼ gxT2 gx2 þ gyT2 gy2 þ dMTw Mw ;
where gx2 and gy2 represent the discretized lateral and vertical second derivative spatial ﬁlters, respectively, which penalize for roughness in the spatial distribution of the model parameters. Mw
denotes the model weights matrix, which penalizes against the
propagation of singular errors near the electrodes (e.g., Fox, 1979;
Dey and Morrison, 1979). The smallness factor, d, is a ﬁtting parameter that is utilized to tune the relative importance of these penalties. The ﬁlter W is projected into the coefﬁcient space as

~ TW
~ ¼ BT WT WB þ kWsv ;
W

in situ electrical conductivity distributions can be approximated
via Eq. (2) (step 4 in Fig. 1).
The POD technique as described above is unable to shift the
location of the basis vectors toward the location of the true plume
during the optimization procedure. The method therefore requires
that the TIs can be located in the vicinity of the true plume prior to
initiating image reconstruction. To overcome this limitation, we
propose a simple strategy to adaptively estimate the center of mass
of the solute plume within the POD inversion scheme from surfacebased resistivity measurements.
The adaptive POD algorithm is heuristically illustrated in Fig. 3.
First, an initial estimate of the center of mass of the true plume is
used to position the training images (or equivalently the POD
basis); note that this location must be within the region of sensitivity of the resistivity measurements though it need not be in the
immediate vicinity of the actual plume being imaged. The standard
POD algorithm (Fig. 1) is then used to obtain an estimate of the
resistivity image. After the data inversion, the center of mass of
the retrieved tomogram is estimated and used to reposition the
Tis (or POD basis vectors) for the next iteration. This process is
repeated until convergence is reached, where we deﬁne the convergence criterion based on a data-ﬁt tolerance limit.

ð5Þ

while introducing additional constraints Wsv based on the singular
values of the training dataset D. The singular values represents the
variance (or importance) of the basis vectors in the POD coordinate
system for capturing the training data, therefore, Wsv imposes an a
priori structural constraint on the optimization procedure that
biases the images toward the TIs. Another ﬁtting parameter, k, is
applied to balance out the relative importance of the conventional
regularization constraints versus the TIs.
Following the generation of site-speciﬁc, non-parametric POD
bases and the optimization of the transform coefﬁcients, c, the

Fig. 2. Illustrative examples of the ﬁrst 20 dominant basis patterns extracted from
the decomposition of the training images.

3. Methods
Two hypothetical transport experiments were applied to test
the proposed strategy and evaluate the accuracy of the resulting
plume moments. A schematic illustration of the experimental
setup is provided in Fig. 4. The simulations resulted in two synthetic targets, synthetic #1 and synthetic #2 (Figs. 5a and 6a), Both
examples assume conservative solute transport through a two
dimensional, heterogeneous cross section of the subsurface in
response to a horizontally applied uniform hydraulic gradient.
The top and bottom boundaries of the system represent zero ﬂux
conditions. Resistivity surveys are collected using electrodes
placed near the top of the model domain, i.e., at the ground surface.
The difference between the two scenarios is that synthetic #1 contains a single source for the solute, thereby producing a unimodal
plume, whereas synthetic #2 contains an additional solute source,
leading to a bimodal solute plume. Archie’s law (Archie, 1942) was
used for both the forward and inverse transformation of concentration to electrical conductivity. We therefore do not explicitly
account for petrophysical scaling effects as discussed in previous
work by Moysey and Knight (2004), Moysey et al., 2005 and
Singha and Moysey (2006). Refer to Oware et al. (2013) for further
speciﬁc details of the hydrological simulations for the test examples and the training images, and also the details of the resistivity
survey and the ERI inversions.
The conceptual algorithm for the estimation of the plume center
of mass (Fig. 3) requires the selection of an initial location for the
POD basis vectors. To explore the impact on the quantiﬁcation of
the true center of mass as a result of the anisotropic nature of resistivity sensitivities (e.g., Keller and Frischknecht, 1966), three scenarios were investigated where the initial position was laterally,
vertically, or diagonally shifted relative to the true center of mass.
To control the positioning error, the initial center of mass was
shifted in proportion to the true plume’s width as described by
the lateral and vertical second spatial moments (e.g., Freyberg,
1986; Goltz and Roberts, 1987). While the lateral perturbation of
the x-coordinate was 16 m, the y-coordinate was vertically shifted
by 9 m. For instance, for a true center of mass of (x0, y0), the vertical, lateral, and diagonal positioning errors were (x0, y0 + 9),
(x0 + 16, y0), (x0 + 16, y0 + 9), respectively. To provide a constant
basis for comparing all the results, these positioning errors were
kept constant for all the data inversions.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual algorithm to estimate the spatial moments of a targeted subsurface distribution from resistivity measurements. CoM refers to center of mass.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Estimation of electrical conductivity images

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup of the 2-D ﬂow and
transport in a random hydraulic conductivity ﬁeld (image color scale denotes the
value of the log of K). The design of the resistivity surveys illustrated by the
electrodes along the ground (top) surface; while the red electrodes served as both
current and potential electrodes, the black electrodes were used exclusively as
potential electrodes leading to a total of 120 resistance measurements in each
survey. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Furthermore, in an effort to explore how data uncertainties
affect the predictive power of the center of mass, we assumed random Gaussian errors with standard deviations proportional to the
resistivity signals, according to the following noise model:

dnoise ¼ dno

noise

þ nper  dnonoise  Nð0; 1Þ;

ð6Þ

where dnoise and dno_noise represent the corrupted and noise-free
data, respectively. nper denotes the proportion of the resistivity signal to be added as noise. In this study, we investigated scenarios
where nper was set to 0, 0.03 (3%), and 0.1 (10%). N(0, 1) signiﬁes
a random normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of one. While assuming simple Gaussian noise model may be
adequate for our demonstrations here, empirical errors in applications can be estimated based on reciprocal measurements (interchanging injection and receiver electrodes) as presented by
LaBreque et al. (1996). To evaluate the inﬂuence of noise on the center of mass estimation, the data inversion was performed for 100
datasets generated from the excitation of dno_noise with 100 realizations of Gaussian noise.

Estimated conductivity images of the plume obtained for each
iteration of the adaptive POD inversion are shown in Figs. 5 and
6 for synthetic #1 and synthetic #2, respectively; these results represent the case where the POD TIs were initially laterally displaced
from the true center of mass by 16 m. Note that the assumed center of mass used to position the POD TIs is shown as white star in
these images, which moved progressively toward the true plume
center of mass (shown as white cross) as the inversion proceeds.
Results are presented for cases where 0%, 3%, and 10% errors were
added to the voltage measurements prior to the inversion.
As the adaptive POD inversion progresses for synthetic #1, the
images in Fig. 5 consistently improve as the TIs are shifted toward
the true location of the plume. The inﬂuence of noise is qualitatively apparent in the images as over ﬁtting of the data errors
causes spurious non-zero conductivities to appear in the regions
away from the true plume, which is spatially compact. This observation is quantitatively supported by a consistent increase in the
root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated plume concentration with increasing noise (Table 1). It is also apparent, however,
that noisy data requires more iterations for the algorithm to converge toward an acceptable image of the true plume.
The situation is somewhat different for synthetic #2, where the
estimated images signiﬁcantly degrade in early iterations before
ﬁnally converging toward an acceptable solution (Fig. 6b–j). In this
case, the adaptive POD algorithm also requires substantially more
iterations to converge for the zero noise case compared to the cases
with noise added (Fig. 6), though the RMSE of the ﬁnal concentration estimates is ultimately superior for the noise-free case
(Table 1). The difference in behavior compared to synthetic #1 is
due to the fact that the model used to generate the POD TIs, i.e.,
a unimodal plume with a single source zone, is inconsistent with
the actual solute plume being imaged in synthetic #2, i.e., a bimodal plume generated by releases from two distinct source zones.
The inconsistency between the a priori conceptual model of the
system built into the POD basis versus the resistivity measurements that are representative of the actual plume makes it more
difﬁcult for the algorithm to efﬁciently converge toward an acceptable solution. The data noise stabilizes the inversion, but at the
same time causes a loss of resolution in the ﬁnal estimated images.
The results in Figs. 5 and 6 represent the case where the POD TIs
were shifted laterally away from the true center of mass of the
plume. In Fig. 7 we evaluate the sensitivity of the adaptive
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Fig. 5. Log of electrical conductivity tomograms demonstrating the iterative
reconstructions to estimate center of mass from resistivity measurements for the
case of lateral shift of the true center of mass. Synthetic #1 (a). Tomograms showing
successive reconstructions from the ﬁrst to the converged iterations for: 0% data
noise (b–d, column 1), 3% noise (e-–k, column 2) and, 10% noise perturbation (i–q,
column 3). The white + in each image denotes the position of the center of mass of
the true plume, whereas the white  indicates the location of the center of mass of
the training dataset for that iteration. Note, it seems the location of the white  gets
closer to the white + with each update, in most cases.

inversion to the direction in which the POD TIs are initially shifted
relative to the true plume center of mass (i.e., lateral, vertical, or
diagonal). After each tomographic update the reﬁned location of
the TIs approaches the true center of mass of the plume, regardless
of the direction in which the TIs were originally perturbed (Fig. 7).
This continuous improvement reﬂects improved utilization of the
resistivity data within the inversion to incorporate information
about the true plume while decreasing the dependence on the
assumed a priori transport model. This observation is consistent
with the underlying hypothesis of this study.

Fig. 6. Log of electrical conductivity tomograms demonstrating the iterative
reconstructions to estimate center of mass from resistivity measurements, for the
example of lateral positioning error. Synthetic #2 (a). Tomograms showing
successive reconstructions from the ﬁrst to the converged iterations for: 0% data
noise (b–j, column 1), 3% noise (k–r, column 2) and, 10% noise perturbation (s–y,
column 3). The white + in each image denotes the position of the center of mass of
the true plume, whereas the white  indicates the location of the center of mass of
the training dataset for that iteration. Note, it appears location of the white  gets
closer to the white + with each update, in most cases.

It is notable that the location of the training images converged
to the same position regardless of the initial displacement direction for the TIs. This observation suggests that the adaptive POD
algorithm is insensitive to errors in TI positioning (though TIs must
be located within a region of sensitivity to the resistivity measurements). In contrast, it is also apparent that as noise is added to the
measurements, the converged location of the TIs relative to the
true center of mass deteriorates. This observation suggests that
the inversion approach is sensitive to data noise.
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Table 1
True and calculated spatial moments for the ﬁnal concentration estimates obtained for scenarios with 0%, 3%, and 10% signal noise in the resistivity data.
Noise additive (%)

Total mass (kg)

Variance (m2)

Center of mass (m)

lx

lz

r2x

r2z

Synthetic #1
True values
0
3
10

1.58
1.59
1.59
1.65

25.06
24.80
25.22
26.32

8.55
8.42
8.44
9.37

8.66
8.35
9.50
11.48

7.09
6.85
5.54
8.46

Synthetic #2
True values
0
3
10

1.75
1.70
1.71
1.77

24.87
24.75
25.02
25.86

9.44
10.29
9.95
9.08

12.92
14.56
14.43
13.53

17.77
15.16
11.29
9.77

Fig. 7. Plots showing the update paths for the position of the POD training images: synthetic #1 (row 1), synthetic #2 (row 2). Red circles signify true CoM, black ﬁlled circles
represent initial lateral shifts in the training image positions, whereas black open circles indicate diagonal shifts and plus symbols denote vertical shifts. Columns 1–3
represent 0%, 3%, and 10% signal noise additives, respectively. Observe that for each noise case studied, the estimation of the center of mass from all the perturbed directions,
converged at a unique location. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

To investigate the inﬂuence of data noise on the adaptive updating of the TI positions we generated 100 realizations of Gaussian
noise to corrupt the voltage measurements and subsequently performed an independent adaptive POD inversion for each corrupted
data set. Fig. 8 shows the mean and standard deviation for the ﬁnal
converged location of the TIs performed with the set of 100 noisy
datasets. As the data noise increases, there are two clear impacts
on how the TI positions are updated in the adaptive algorithm:
(1) on average the position of the TIs converges farther away from
the true center of mass of the plume, i.e., there is greater positioning error for the ﬁnal image reconstruction step in the adaptive
algorithm; and (2) there is substantially greater spread in the ﬁnal
converged position of the TIs for the cases with higher data errors.
Both of these results suggest that the resistivity data contain less
information to constrain the adaptive algorithm as the noise level
increases, which is consistent with the degradation of the plume
concentration estimates indicated by the RMSE values in Table 1

and the general loss of performance of tomographic imaging techniques with noisy data.
The ﬁnal positioning errors appear to be minimized when starting the TIs with a vertical displacement relative to the true plume
compared to lateral and diagonal shifts for both the 3% and 10%
noise cases. This observation, however, may be related to the specifics of the morphology and position of the true plume relative to the
sensitivity pattern of the resistivity survey or the fact that the TIs
were shifted proportionally to the concentration plume moments,
thus the original TI displacement was effectively smaller in the vertical than the lateral or diagonal directions. Of greater concern,
however, is an apparent systematic bias in the ﬁnal position of
the training images relative to the true plume regardless of how
the TIs are initially perturbed. Given that the training images capture patterns associated with the a priori model of transport, this
bias could also be related to an inconsistency between the morphology of the TIs and the true plume. The potential signiﬁcance of the
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Fig. 8. Plots of the means and standard deviations of center of mass estimates based
on 100 realizations of Gaussian noise additives (Eq. (6)). The green circle represents
the true center of mass; the blue, red, and black denote the lateral, diagonal, and
vertical positioning errors, respectively. The cross and the thick lines represent the
ﬁnal mean position of the realizations and one standard deviation for the 3% signal
noise perturbations, whereas the circles and the broken lines mark the mean and
standard deviation for the 10% signal noise case. The horizontal and vertical lines
denote the lateral and vertical standard deviations. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

bias is therefore best assessed by directly comparing the spatial
moments of the true and estimated concentration plumes.
4.2. Quantiﬁcation of plume spatial moments
As mentioned earlier, the electrical conductivity images were
back transformed to concentrations using the same equation
applied in the forward transformation from concentration to conductivity when generating the test data. It is also important to
note that inherent errors as a result of forward and inverse transformations between electrical conductivities and concentrations,
encountered in practical applications, were not accounted for in
the results presented here. The accuracies of the zeroth, ﬁrst, and
second spatial moments of the concentration plumes were then
estimated from the images using Eq. (1). Given that differences
in where the ﬁnal positions of TIs converged in the preceding noise
analysis were not signiﬁcant, we report here only the results for
the single realization of data noise associated with the images produced in Figs. 5 and 6.
The spatial moments estimated from the plume images generally degrade with increasing data noise, though all results are reasonably similar to the moments obtained directly from the true
plume (Table 1). For the case of synthetic #1, the total mass (zeroth
moment) was over-estimated by 0.6%, 0.6%, and 4.4% for the 0%, 3%,
and 10% data errors, respectively. Relative errors in the estimated
center of mass (ﬁrst moment) for the 0%, 3%, and 10% data uncertainty cases were 1.0%, 0.6%, and 5.0% for the lateral position and
1.5%, 1.3%, and 9.6% for the vertical position. Relative errors in
the estimated plume size (second moment) for the 0%, 3%, and 10%
data errors were 3.5%, 9.7%, and 32.6% (lateral variance) and
3.4%, 21.9%, and 19.3% (vertical variance). These results indicate
that estimates of the total solute mass and location of the plume
are relatively robust to noise, though the overall size of the plume
is more difﬁcult to constrain accurately. In the case of synthetic #2,
the estimation accuracy of the spatial moments also generally

degraded with increasing data noise (Table 1), though the errors
were slightly larger and patterns not always clear. For example,
the relative error in the estimated center of mass in the lateral
direction was 0.5, 0.6 and 4.0 for the 0%, 3%, and 10% data noise
cases, which is consistent with what was observed for synthetic
#1. The center of mass in the vertical direction, however, has a substantially higher relative error (9%) for the 0% data noise case than
the 3% and 10% data noise cases with relative errors of 5.4% and
3.8%, respectively. Similarly, the lateral and vertical plume variance errors were 12.7%, 11.7%, and 3.3% (lateral variance) and
14.7%, 36.5%, and 45.0% (vertical variance), for the 0%, 3%,
and 10% data uncertainties, respectively. These inconsistencies
compared to case #1 are associated with the fact that the TIs used
to generate the POD basis are conceptually inaccurate for representing the bimodal plume of synthetic #2, as was pointed out
early in the context of the reconstruction of Fig. 6. A close inspection of Fig. 6j, r, and y, for example, reveal that the bottom portion
of the bimodal plume (i.e., the second mode) was not fully reconstructed, which explains the relatively high errors in the quantiﬁed
vertical plume variances for synthetic #2. Regardless of these
observations, the overall magnitude of the observed moment
errors is relatively modest given that the estimates are obtained
using a non-invasive imaging technique.
We emphasize that the laterally central locations of the target
plumes were deliberately chosen for maximum resistivity sensitivity. Therefore, we anticipate the resolution of the lateral center of
mass to degrade as the target plume is shifted toward the lateral
terminals within the domain as pointed out by Day-Lewis et al.
(2007).
The literature suggests that the accuracy of the spatial moments
estimated using the adaptive POD algorithm in this paper is generally consistent with or slightly better than past experiences
achieved with geophysical tomography. Pidlisecky et al. (2011),
for example, found percentage mass recovery errors in the range
of 0% to 12%, center of mass errors in the range of 0–30% (lateral)
and 2.7–7.5% (vertical), and spatial variance calibration errors of
10% to 80% (lateral) and 40% to 70% (vertical), though their
experiment was a 2D synthetic study of cross-borehole groundpenetrating radar and therefore has substantially different resolution characteristics from the surface based resistivity surveys used
in this paper. While direct comparisons across studies with different survey geometries, transport processes, and imaging methods
are difﬁcult, the value of the resistivity-based spatial moments
estimated in this study can be directly compared to the moments
estimated from direct sampling of the solute concentrations.
We simulate direct sampling of the solute plume in Synthetic
#1 by placing synthetic boreholes at discrete locations along the
cross-section, where for convenience we assume that the entire
depth proﬁle of concentration is sampled. It is clear from Fig. 9 that
the estimation accuracy of plume moments from direct sampling is
dependent on sampling coverage and the speciﬁc locations of the
boreholes relative to the true plume. The moments estimated by
direct sampling approach the true plume moments as the number
of boreholes increases, stabilizing when approximately 12 boreholes are present or, equivalently, 0.12% of the image has been
sampled. The estimate of the vertical center of mass is an exception
which appears to retain a slight bias for the limited number of
wells shown.
Using Fig. 9 to compare the center of mass estimates obtained
from the resistivity surveys with no and 3% noise to those obtained
by direct sampling indicates that the geophysically-based
moments are more reliable than those obtained by direct sampling
until at least 6–10 wells have been installed. Direct sampling
almost always outperforms the resistivity surveys with 10% data
noise, however, which demonstrates that the quality of the
resistivity data is an important factor in determining its overall
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Fig. 9. Plots comparing the plume spatial moments estimated from resistivity imaging versus direct sampling approaches; upper imagines show results for the center of mass
estimated in the lateral (a) and vertical (b) direction, whereas the lower images show results for the plume size in the lateral (c) and vertical (d) directions.

value. Similar conclusions can be made for the quality of estimates
of the plume size (second moment) and mass (not shown). While
the particulars of this comparison are dependent on the details
of the speciﬁc situation studied, we suggest that these results do
support the conclusion that POD-constrained resistivity images
provide a promising alternative to extensive direct sampling for
reasonably accurate estimation of the spatial moments of solute
plumes.
5. Conclusions
An adaptive POD-based ERT strategy for inferring the spatial
moments of subsurface solute plumes was presented. The proposed approach extends the POD inversion strategy introduced
by Oware et al. (2013) to iteratively update the spatial location
of the POD training images (TIs) (or equivalently the POD basis
functions). The algorithm recursively reﬁnes the position of the
TIs until their position is conditioned on the observed resistivity
data. The approach was tested using two hypothetical transport
scenarios: synthetic #1, which consists of a unimodal plume that
is consistent with the transport model used to produce the POD
TIs, and synthetic #2, where the target plume has two source locations that result in a bimodal plume that is inconsistent with the
POD TIs.
The adaptive algorithm converged by shifting the TIs to a common region on the domain near the true plume regardless of TI
starting position. Although the mean ﬁnal position of the TIs
inverted with 100 different realizations of data noise converged
farther away from the center of mass of the true plume as the noise
level of the resistivity data was increased, Oware et al. (2013) demonstrated that the TIs did not have to be precisely positioned at the
center of mass of the true plume for the POD strategy to be successful. In all cases the ﬁnal resistivity images provided reasonably
accurate representations of the solute plume regardless of issues
associated with data noise, the initial TI positioning, or conceptual
inconsistencies between the target plume and simulations used to
generate the TIs.
Estimates for the spatial moments of the plume based on the
proposed imaging strategy were compared to those retrieved from
the direct sampling of concentration values. Overall, the total mass

and center of mass of the plumes could be accurately quantiﬁed by
the resistivity results, but the spatial spread of the plume was more
difﬁcult to constrain. The estimation accuracy of the moments was
found to deteriorate as the noise in the resistivity data increases.
Spatial moment evaluations for synthetic #1 are better than the
estimates for synthetic #2 due to the inaccurate basis functions
applied to constrain the reconstruction of synthetic #2. We also
found, however, that the data noise stabilized the inversion process
in the case of synthetic #2. For low noise cases (i.e., the 0% and 3%
noise cases in this study), the moments estimated from the resistivity images were found to outperform estimates based on direct
concentration sampling until 6–10 multi-level sampling wells
were installed. Although this particular number of wells is speciﬁc
to our example, installing any number of multi-port sampling
wells in ﬁeld applications is not trivial given the time, labor, and
cost involved in installing boreholes.
The POD algorithm appears particularly appealing due to its
MOR capabilities. For instance, in this study, we achieved 97% truncation in the dimensionality of the original problem (i.e., 300 coefﬁcients were estimated to reconstruct an image with 10,000
pixels). Reducing the number of parameters in an inverse problem
may result in reductions in computational overhead and a possible
improvement in the ill-posedness of the problem.
While our study illustrates a successful application of the adaptive POD-based imaging technique, there are a variety of issues that
should be noted. First, the approach will not overcome fundamental
sensitivity limitations of resistivity data. For example, if the training
images are initially located beyond the inﬂuence of the resistivity
data, then it will not be possible to shift their locations toward the
location of the plume using our framework. Second, the POD basis
is limited to capturing patterns representative of the conceptual
model used to generate the TIs. Additional research is required to
evaluate how this problem might be overcome using adaptive training data, supplementing the POD basis with additional patterns, or
using geostatistical tools to capture additional spatial variability.
Finally, we have not evaluated how the POD imaging technique or
the estimated spatial moments of a plume may be affected by ﬂuctuations in the background resistivity of the aquifer caused by geologic variability or associated uncertainties in the petrophysical
relationship between concentration and bulk resistivity.
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Despite these limitations, we conclude from this synthetic
study that POD-based resistivity imaging provides a viable means
for the inference of spatial moments of solute plumes in a noninvasive and cost-effective manner. We look forward to future efforts
to undertake ﬁeld-scale studies to evaluate the generalizability of
our numerical ﬁndings to real-world settings.
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